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2016 RESOLUTIONS PASSED AT CONVENTION

AGRICULTURE
W444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444U

RESOLUTIONS
W444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444U

FARM COMPENSATION FOR WILDLIFE
DAMAGE AGRICULTURE

2016-14-0100

Whereas many farms in the State of Washington have experienced expensive damage to
livestock and crops due to Washington Dept. of Fish and Wildlife programs; and

Whereas the state officials have assured farmers that they will receive prompt and adequate
compensation for the damage; and

Whereas the compensation is lacking and/or not provided in a timely manner in many areas
(wolf and elk damage); therefore be it

Resolved that the Washington State Grange seek legislation to insure that all farmers receive
equitable compensation from the Washington Dept. of Fish and Wildlife program for
damage (by wildlife) on their farm or leased land within 90 days of filing a claim.

HONEYBEE ISSUES
2016-15-0101

Whereas the honeybee populations in the State of Washington continue to decline; and

Whereas diseases such as Colony Collapse probably are being spread by migrating bees;
and

Whereas many bee owners ignore the state regulations and therefore we have no accurate
total of the number or location of hives (healthy or diseased); therefore be it

Resolved that the Washington State Grange seek legislation to reactivate the bee inspector
program which was eliminated in the 1980's.

AQUA-CULTURE TO THE DEPARTMENT
OF AGRICULTURE

2016-18-1300

Whereas Aqua-Culture is the production of food for human consumption, and

Whereas one of the responsibilities of the Washington State Department of Agriculture is to
make sure that the food we have access to is safe, therefore be it

Resolved that the regulation of Aqua-culture be returned to the Washington State Dept. of
Agriculture.
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CONSERVATION & ECOLOGY
W444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444U

RESOLUTIONS
W444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444U

JOHN WAYNE TRAIL
2016-01-0500

Whereas when the Milwaukee Railroad went bankrupt in 1977 the State of Washington took
possession of the railroad right of way and turned it into the John Wayne Trail; and

Whereas the State of Washington has not put any money into the John Wayne Trail to keep
it as a usable park and has not controlled the weeds along the Trail; and

Whereas the problems along the John Wayne Trail have caused problems, trespass,
thievery, vandalism and scavenging for the adjoining land owners; therefore be it

Resolved that the Washington State Grange support turning over the John Wayne Trail to
the adjoining land owners for their use and to control weeds while the State of
Washington maintains ownership of the Right of Way for possible further use such
as putting in a railroad or a trail if the State of Washington secures the funding for
maintenance of said trail.

FISH & WILDLIFE

W444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444U
RESOLUTIONS

W444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444U
MILITARY DISCOUNTED HUNTING AND FISHING LICENSES

2016-27-1301

Whereas people joining the military pledge their life to maintain our freedom and security;
and

Whereas a debt is owed to those who put their life on the line for our Country; and

Whereas the State of Oregon has successfully initiated such a program; therefore be it

Resolved that all honorably discharged Veterans; active duty and reservists stationed in or
residing in Washington State receive a 50% discount on any and all hunting and
fishing licenses upon proof of afore mentioned specifications with their military i.d.,
discharge papers i.e. DD214, or veteran ID card.
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GRANGE ACTIVITIES
W444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444U

RESOLUTIONS
W444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444U

SUPPORT OF LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICERS
2016-02-1400

Whereas law enforcement officers are positive role models in our communities; and

Whereas law enforcement officers are sometimes targets of violence as they risk their lives
to protect our communities; and

Whereas the monetary pay to law enforcement officers cannot compensate for the level of
risk they incur in their daily duties; and

Whereas law enforcement officers are the first line of defense in providing citizens' peace
and harmony in our communities; and

Whereas the Grange would like to honor and respect the law enforcement officers for their
positive community modeling and for honorably fulfilling their duties; therefore be it 

Resolved that all Granges be encouraged to promote an annual appreciation to honor local
law enforcement departments and officers.

INTERSESSION REPORT
2016-41-1406

Whereas the presentation of only the new proposed language in the current Intersession
reports makes it difficult to comprehend how the proposed new language changes
our policies, procedures and handbooks; therefore be it

Resolved beginning with the 2017 WSG convention, the intersession report must have the
full text of what changes are being proposed, with standard editing marks; Be it
further

Resolved any item being deleted in its entirety will be included in the intersession report as it
currently exists in the policy, procedure or handbook. 
Example: New text will be underlined

Text being removed will be struck through.

GRANGE HALL INSURANCE
2016-42-1407

Whereas the decision of Grange Insurance Association (GIA) to stop writing (or renewing)
the policies that cover Grange halls has had a negative effect on most the
Granges in Washington State; and

Whereas each Grange has had to go on its own to search out a new insurance provider;
and
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Whereas a lot of the buildings are older, and this has been a costly change to the premium
from what each Grange previously paid GIA; and

Whereas in the spirit of the Grange Cooperative mind set; therefore be it

Resolved that the Washington State Grange Executive board appoint a committee to study
the possibility of WSG self-insuring the meeting places of all Granges within its
jurisdiction; be it further

Resolved that a report of its findings be made no later than the 2017 WSG convention.

CELEBRATING 100TH ANNIVERSARY
2016-47-1408

Whereas anniversaries are milestones that warrant recognition; and

Whereas a 100th Anniversary is a very significant milestone that warrants celebration, as
well as recognition; and

Whereas Selah Heights Grange #608 will have its 100th Anniversary on July 27th 2016;
therefore be it

Resolved that the Washington State Grange recognize Selah Heights Grange #608 for its
upcoming 100th Anniversary and congratulate its members for reaching this
milestone; and be it further

Resolved that all Granges reaching their 100th Anniversary be recognized by the Washington
State Grange.

GRANGE LAW

W44444444444444444444444444444444444444444U
RESOLUTIONS

W44444444444444444444444444444444444444444U
TIME FOR CONSIDERATION OF CONSTITUTIONAL

AMENDMENTS/ CONSTITUTION
2016-08-1500

Whereas Article X, Section 1 of the Washington State Grange Constitution requires an
amendment to the constitution to be held for twenty-four hours prior to being voted
upon; and

Whereas Article X, Section 2 of the Washington State Grange Constitution requires that any
amendment to an amendment of the constitution be held for twenty-four hours
prior to being voted upon; and

Whereas at most state Grange conventions amendments to the constitution are presented
near the end of the convention when most of the voting on resolutions has been
completed; and
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Whereas waiting for twenty-four hours to vote on a constitutional amendment causes the
delegates to waste time waiting for the time limit to elapse; and

Whereas six hours should be adequate time for debate and consideration and further
debate can be agreed to if necessary; and

Whereas a quorum of two-thirds of registered delegates is required but often disappears at
the end of a convention, thus negating any action; therefore be it

Resolved that Article X, Section 1 and Article X, Section 2 have the number "twenty-four"
replaced with the number "six" in all instances.

TIME FOR CONSIDERATION OF CONSTITUTIONAL
AMENDMENTS/ BYLAWS

2016-09-1501

Whereas the Bylaws of the Washington State Grange cannot be in conflict with the
Constitution of the Washington State Grange; and

Whereas if the "resolution regarding time for consideration of constitutional amendments-
constitution" is passed, the bylaws would be in conflict with the constitution;
therefore be it

Resolved that Article XI, Section 1 of the bylaws of the Washington State Grange be
amended to read as follows: "The provisions of these bylaws may be changed,
provided the proposed change is not in conflict with National Grange law, upon
written notice giving full text of the amendment to the State Grange in annual
session, at least twenty-four six hours prior to its consideration, upon a two-thirds 

vote of the members voting, provided that the amendment shall be not less than
two-thirds of the registered delegates." and Article XI, Section 2 be amended to
read as follows: "Any proposed amendment can be 'amended on the floor by one
or more amendments, but if amended, final action on the amended amendment
shall be deferred for not less than twenty-four six hours." 

NATIONAL GRANGE CONVENTION ASSESSMENT
2016-21-1503

Whereas National Grange collects one dollar per member for all members of Washington
State Grange for use of National Grange Convention; and 

Whereas members receiving their dues notice often don't pay the $1 assessment because
of lack of misunderstanding; and

Whereas this costs Washington State Grange whether they receive it from their members or
not, and

Whereas this assessment was intended for a period of 5 years; therefore be it,
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Resolved that the National Grange convention assessment be made mandatory instead of
volunteer, and be it further

Resolved that the $1 assessment be included in the state dues notices.

STATE GRANGE DUES INCREASE
2016-24-1504

Whereas the cost of living keeps going up gradually year after year, and

Whereas Washington State Grange has not had an increase in state dues for over 15 years,
and

Whereas the only increases to individual members' dues in that time have been several
increases by National Grange dues plus any local dues increase that a
Subordinate Grange may have passed for their own individual local Grange;
therefore be it

Resolved that the dues paid to the Washington State Grange beginning January 1, 2017 be
increased by $6.00 per member per year ($1.50 per quarter) for all regular
members, associate members, affiliate members and teen members and
increased by $12.00 for each family membership.

LEGISLATIVE, STATE

W444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444U
RESOLUTIONS

W444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444U
TRANSPARENCY IN CAR INSURANCE

2016-03-2500

Whereas insurance companies check an applicants credit score, not only for credit
worthiness but to predict the odds of the applicant filing a claim; and

Whereas if they think your credit is not up to their highest standard, they will charge you
more, even if you have never had an accident, according to a consumer report two
year study; and

Whereas there needs to be a transparency in pricing formulas that can be understood by the
person purchasing insurance; therefore be it

Resolved that the Washington State Grange work with organizations and individuals who are
interested in making transparent the pricing formulas of insurance companies that
provide automobile insurance in the State of Washington.
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ELIMINATION OF DAYLIGHT SAVINGS TIME
2016-26-2507

Whereas Daylight Savings Time no longer serves the purposes originally intended; and

Whereas other states have successfully eliminated Daylight Savings Time; and

Whereas statistics have shown that the ritual of turning the clock ahead an hour and then
back an hour have created more confusion than benefit; therefore be it

Resolved that Washington State Grange support the elimination of Daylight Savings Time in
the State of Washington.

ELIMINATE THE WASHINGTON STATE MAY PRESIDENTIAL
PRIMARY ELECTION

2016-44-2514

Whereas the Washington State Primary Election held during May of the presidential election
year has become a party line election paid for with public money.

Whereas it is stated on the ballot envelope that for a voter to declare himself or herself a
member of one party and vote for another party's candidate is a punishable crime.

Whereas for the vote counters to determine whether the voter's vote is for his or her
selected party candidate, the vote counter must open the ballot envelope and
compare the party declaration with the vote cast. Thus, the ballot is no longer a
secret ballot.

Whereas the Democratic Party has said it does not use the information obtained in the May
Presidential Primary Election, but depends on the Democratic Party Caucuses to
select and commit the delegates to the Party's National Convention; therefore be it

Resolved Washington State stop spending public money to run a closed, political party line,
primary election which disenfranchises the voter who does not want to declare a
political party affiliation.

STATE-ISSUED IDENTIFICATION FOR AIR TRAVEL
2016-46-2516

Whereas the Department of Homeland Security, which includes the Transportation Security
Administration, is moving toward enforcing federal standards on state driver’s
licenses, as approved by Congress in the Real ID Act of 2005; and

Whereas the standards were approved as a counter-terrorism measure meant to cut down
on identity theft; and

Whereas state driver’s licenses are used for identification purposes at federal facilities such
as military bases as well as at commercial airports; and
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Whereas the Washington State Legislature and Department of Licensing issued driver’s
licenses currently do not meet the minimum requirements as stated in the Real ID
Act of 2005; and

Whereas it is possible that Washington residents could soon see their state-issued driver’s
licenses turned away at U.S. airports, which would mean that residents would
have to supply another form of government-approved identification before they
board an airplane; therefore be it

Resolved that the Washington State Legislature and Department of Licensing make the
necessary adjustments in issuing of driver’s licenses that will allow for those
licenses to be used for proper identification in air travel; and be it further

Resolved that copies of this resolution be sent to the Governor of the State of Washington.

TAXATION & FISCAL POLICY

W444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444U
RESOLUTIONS

W444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444U
CARBON TAX OPPOSITION

2016-25-2600

Whereas the market place for automobiles and most public transportation is fossil fuel
based engines; and

Whereas other cleaner fuel resources are not made available or are not affordable; and

Whereas the initiative I-732 sponsors' analysis does not agree with the Office of Financial
Management's analysis; and

Whereas any loss of revenues would directly effect education, social services and other
such programs; therefore be it

Resolved that Washington State Grange oppose I-732 carbon emission tax.

TRANSPORTATION

W444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444U
RESOLUTIONS

W444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444U
ROAD TUNNEL SAFETY

2016-05-2700

Whereas many of the road tunnels in the State of Washington are on narrow two lane roads;
and
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Whereas larger vehicles such as trucks and RV's have a tendency to crowd, if not actually
going into, the oncoming lane causing the potential for a head on collision; and

Whereas an oncoming vehicle has nowhere to go to get out of the way of a vehicle coming
at them in their lane; and

Whereas there have been head-on collisions causing extreme injuries to the driver and/or
passengers of smaller vehicle coming in the opposite lane; therefore be it

Resolved the State of Washington create a new road sign to be placed near the entrances of
all tunnels throughout the state, reminding drivers they must not cross the center
line in the tunnel; be it further

Resolved that fines for crossing the centerline while going through a tunnel be doubled; be it
further

Resolved the Washington State Grange promote this resolution by contacting the
Washington State Department of Transportation to emphasize this danger and to
encourage the department to create better signage and to better educate drivers
of larger vehicles to stay in their respective lanes.


